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Background
0B

In November 2003, Undertakings were accepted by the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry pursuant to the Fair Trading Act 1973, section 88(2), from the Channel 3
Broadcasters Carlton Communications Plc (“Carlton”) and Granada Plc (“Granada”), as
required of them by the Secretary of State as a condition of approval of the agreed
merger of those Broadcasters to form ITV plc (“ITV”). These Undertakings required the
appointment of an Adjudicator to adjudicate on any dispute between ITV and
advertisers/media agencies that arise out of the interpretation or exercise of the rights or
obligations set out under the Contracts Rights Renewal (“CRR”) remedy.
Paragraph 22 of the Contracts Rights Renewal Adjudication Scheme (“the CRRA
Scheme”) provides that every 3 months (or as otherwise agreed with Ofcom) the
Adjudicator shall make a written Periodic Report to Ofcom and the OFT. This is the
Periodic Report for the period April - September 2010. This Report and the Annual
Report (published in April) are made available to the public.
Pursuant to paragraph 22 of the CRRA Scheme, this report sets out:


the Adjudicator‟s determinations in relation to disputes;



the Adjudicator‟s views about the performance of Carlton and Granada in complying
with the Undertakings (in relation to CRR);



the Adjudicator‟s views about the operation of the Undertakings (in relation to CRR),
the CRRA scheme and the CRRA rules together with any recommendations;



other relevant matters and information that the Adjudicator considers it appropriate to
include.

In addition, it has been agreed with Ofcom that these Reports will also contain
information on the use of the Adjudicator‟s budget to date. This information will not be
placed in the public domain.
The level of information contained in this Report is sufficient as to inform Ofcom and the
Office of Fair Trading adequately on each of these areas.
All confidential information contained within this Report is redacted from the public
version.
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1.0

Office of the Adjudicator

1.1

Core operating functions

1.1.1 The Adjudicator
In May 2006 Robert Ditcham was appointed as the Adjudicator.

1.1.2 The Office of the Adjudicator’s staff
Richard Baker joined in December 2006 as deputy Adjudicator. In addition the Office of
the Adjudicator (“Office”) has an executive assistant, Claire Gilmour. Julian Gregory, a
barrister at Monckton Chambers specialising in competition law, continues as consultant
legal advisor.

1.1.3 Maintaining a secure office environment and procedures
Given the confidential nature of the information that the Office handles, security is a high
priority. Access to Riverside House, where the Office is situated, can be gained only with
the use of security cards. Furthermore, the Adjudicator has put in place additional
procedures to ensure that the confidential information is fully protected. In particular, the
Office:


uses heavy duty safes to store all confidential information. These are kept locked at
all times, and only members of staff at the Office have access to the safes;



operates a clear desk policy;



has a policy that generally no confidential documents should leave the building.

1.1.4 Access to appropriate information systems
The Office has online access to all of the industry data it requires, including data
supplied by BARB, Donovan Data Systems and Nielsen Media Research. BARB,
Donovan Data Systems and Nielsen Media Research have all been very helpful to the
Office in setting these systems up and providing ongoing support. In addition, the Office
has developed its own systems and processes for analysing key information.

1.1.5 Financial procedures
These are set in accordance with Annex 3 of the Undertakings. Ofcom has set a budget
for the total costs of the Adjudicator and his Office for each year in advance, after having
consulted with ITV. Ofcom make payments in the first instance, but it invoices ITV on a
quarterly basis for the actual costs incurred up to the maximum of the relevant budget.
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1.1.6 The Office of the Adjudicator website
The Office‟s website is at www.adjudicator-crr.org.uk and houses all documentation
relating to the Undertakings and the Office, including;
- the Undertakings;
- a „technical guide to the CRR remedy‟;
- the process for disputes including any documentation needed to submit a dispute;
- the Adjudicator‟s Periodic Reports;
- updated guidance enquiries,; and
- other news, in particular of the Competition Commission‟s review of CRR.

1.2

Core process

1.2.1 Procedure for submitting disputes
The procedure for disputes is set out in the CRR Rules (Annex 3 of the Undertakings).
For the purposes of clarification, the “Process for disputes” section on the Adjudicator‟s
website explains key aspects of the procedure, such as the distinction between a dispute
and a complaint, the importance of making a case clearly, and the need to include
evidence and relevant documentation in the Notice of Adjudication (dispute form)
(“NoA”). Prior to submitting a formal dispute, the Adjudicator recommends that potential
complainants read this guidance as it will help them in formulating their case.
When a party wishes to submit a dispute, a NoA has to be completed. The NoA is a
standardised form designed to minimise the administrative burden on all parties. It asks
for details of the key facts and supporting evidence relating to the case. The submitted
form should include a brief summary of the dispute, the number of discussions between
both parties in relation to the dispute, details of the areas of change in the offer and the
aspect of the offer to which the advertiser or media buyer objects along with the nature
of the redress which is sought. ITV must also be sent a copy of this NoA. If the
Adjudicator decides to act on the dispute, ITV must send a Notice of Reply setting out its
response to the NoA.
The Office took the decision that it would give a detailed explanation for its decisions.
Any confidential information provided by either party in support of its case is redacted in
the explanation. The Office will make decisions on disputes using evidence supplied by
the parties which is supplemented by other information to which the Office has access.
Decisions will take into account, in particular, historical data, prevailing market
conditions, the current contract between the parties and other contracts in the market.
The decision by the Office is final and binding on ITV.
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1.2.2 Confidentiality process
Confidentiality is of paramount importance to the operation of the Office. Confidentiality
is maintained through the general office procedures set out at section 1.1.3 above and
the way in which the Adjudicator deals with disputes. A limited number of people are
involved in the dispute process. Confidentiality clauses are inserted on all documentation
sent out to external parties involved in the dispute.

1.2.3 Maintaining information flows with ITV (Memorandum of
Understanding)
A Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) was formalised with ITV in August 2004. This
is a standardised process for the provision to the Office of certain general information
and documents, i.e. information and documents that do not relate to specific disputes.
The MoU has facilitated the effective processing of information requests made by the
Adjudicator, under paragraph 21 of the Scheme, ensuring that there is full and timely
compliance by the provision of up-to-date information within a specified deadline, without
over-burdening ITV. The MoU covers the provision of a number of different categories of
information and documents, including in particular the following:





copies of final sales contracts 2009/10. Where contracts are not available the
Office will be supplied with a summary of the key terms on which media
agencies/ advertisers are trading with ITV;
a fortnightly report on the past, present and future position of the trading balance
by ITV region;
a full report on the treatment of all bookings made after the ABD (advance
booking deadline); and
a monthly summary of all DRTV (Direct Response Television) campaigns by
region.

The MoU also puts in place regular status meetings between the Office and ITV, in
which both parties are able to discuss any concerns that they might have in relation to
the operation of the Undertakings. This includes a monthly meeting between the Office
and ITV; a monthly meeting between a member of the Office and ITV‟s sales operation
controller and sales operation planning controller to discuss any issues arising from
ITV‟s trading balance figures; and a quarterly meeting between the Adjudicator and the
ITV commercial sales director.
When considered necessary, to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the Office,
the Adjudicator will propose any amendments deemed necessary to the MoU to ITV,
either in relation to the provision of data or the timetable of such provision.

1.2.4 Interim reports process
The Undertakings state that the Adjudicator shall bring to the attention of Ofcom and the
OFT any matter that gives rise to a reasonable suspicion on his part that ITV is not
complying with the Undertakings. If such a matter arises the Adjudicator can submit a
„Process and Interim‟ report to Ofcom and the OFT.
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1.3

Relationships with key stakeholders

Since the last Annual Report of April 2010, and in addition to the regular meetings with
senior ITV staff (as laid out in the MoU), the Adjudicator has attended industry
conferences and met a number of representatives of the UK‟s advertising community.
These meetings are held to allow the Adjudicator to seek views on the workings of the
Undertakings and on the operation of the television marketplace more generally. It is
important for the Adjudicator to seek a broad range of opinions to understand fully the
state of the market. The Adjudicator appreciates the time that these organisations
provide the Office.
The Adjudicator has met with media representatives at the IPA and ISBA, the two main
industry trade bodies, to seek their views of the operation of the CRR remedy.
Comments from these bodies can be found in Section 5 of this Report.
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2.0

Disputes and guidance

2.1

Disputes

The Office received no Notices of Adjudication in relation to disputes between media
agencies/advertisers and ITV since April 2010.
In our April Report we commented that “the Undertakings have been in force for six deal
seasons and both ITV and agencies/advertisers are now generally aware of their rights
and obligations under the Undertakings. Where clarification is needed
agencies/advertisers have sought guidance from the Office - as discussed below.” Since
then the Competition Commission has concluded its CRR review and as a result revised
Undertakings are now in place. Whether these revisions alter this previous equilibrium of
awareness and understanding is yet to be seen. However, given the minor nature of the
amendments we would not anticipate any significant change. We discuss at 4.1 how the
Adjudicator intends to issue new guidance to facilitate a consistent understanding on the
revised Undertakings for ITV and advertisers/media buyers.

2.2

Informal guidance

11 guidance enquiries have been brought to the Office by advertisers and media
agencies since the last Annual Report in April 2010. This compares with 13 for the
equivalent period last year (April-September 2009). It is not unusual for a lower number
of guidance enquiries to occur during this period (April-September) as fewer negotiations
between advertisers/media buyers and ITV take place - annual airtime negotiations tend
to be contracted between October and March.
Guidance enquiries received since the last Annual Report have related to the following
issues.


Advertisers within agency deals moving to line by line deals



Advertisers with line by line deals moving to agency deals



Micro-region changes



The calculation of the ARM mechanic



The inclusion of ITV1 HD impacts in the ARM mechanic



Burst deals



Kids programming



Protected contracts



Contract variations



Accepting CRR as a fallback position

When relevant the Office will from time to time post general guidance on to the
Adjudicator website: http://www.adjudicator-crr.org.uk/enquiries.htm. Since the last Annual
Report in April 2010 no new guidance has been posted at the time of writing this report.
HU

UH
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In responding to guidance enquiries, the Office cannot advise on individual contracts and
negotiations. Nonetheless, where an enquiry falls within the remit of the Office, it is able
to provide guidance by directing the parties to the relevant sections of the Undertakings
and the technical guide. Any guidance provided is without prejudice to the view that may
be taken by the Adjudicator if and when the issue is brought as a formal dispute, when
further information relating to the issue may be available and may need to be taken into
account (for example, details of historical precedents showing how the parties have dealt
with similar issues in the past). The Office has adopted the practice of confirming any
guidance in writing where appropriate.
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3.0

Reporting on ITV’s compliance

3.1

General considerations

Since the April 2010 Annual Report ITV has continued to cooperate within the rules of
the Undertakings.

3.2

Contracts

The Adjudicator is pleased to report that the provision of contractual information to the
Office from ITV has been good during this period.
The formalised timetable that the ITV legal team devised to cover the contract
agreement process continues to work well and is resulting in a more efficient and
clarified status of deal arrangements and eliminating potential uncertainties regarding
contracts. The countersigning of contracts by advertisers and agencies is also occurring
to a greater degree than occurred previously.
ITV continues to adopt the process of contract information provision suggested by the
Office in 2008.
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4.0

CRR Review and other regulatory issues and
developments

4.1

CRR Review

On 12 May 2010, in its review of CRR the CC concluded that ITV would not be released
from the CRR Undertakings.
On 16 July 2010, the CC published ITV‟s proposed variations to the Undertakings.
These account for a changed definition of ITV1 so as to include ITV1+1 and ITV1 HD
services. On 17 September 2010, Notice of Acceptance of these undertakings was given
and accepted by the CC.
The Office intends to work closely with ITV and Ofcom to ensure that media buyers and
advertisers have sufficient guidance available to them for the purposes of understanding
their rights under the revised terms. This technical guidance will probably be published
on the Office‟s website.
Although it was outside the scope of the review, the CC stated in its report that the way
in which television airtime is currently sold contributes to the need to retain a variant of
the CRR remedy. As in 2003, the CC stated that it continues to consider that a wider
review of the market for television airtime would be appropriate. On 28 July 2010, Ofcom
announced that, given the resource implications and the information available, an „own
initiative‟ review was not justified at this time. However, Ofcom stated that it would keep
the situation under review by monitoring any stakeholder concerns and wider market
developments.
The full final report is on the Competition Commission‟s website:
http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2009/itv/pdf/final_report.pdf
The Notice of acceptance of undertakings to vary the CRR Undertakings and the CRR
Undertakings showing the changes is at:
http://www.competitioncommission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2009/itv/pdf/itv_crr_undertakings_160710.pdf
http://www.competitioncommission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2009/itv/pdf/10_09_17_notice_of_acceptance_of_undert
akings_from_itv.PDF

The CC‟s press release is set out below:
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4.2

New guidance on the Undertakings

In the light of the conclusion of the CRR review and the introduction of amended
Undertakings, the Office intends to review its published guidance on CRR (both on the
Adjudicator website and within the Technical guide) with a view to ensuring continued
consistency with the updated position.

4.3

Airtime Sales Rules

On the 28 July 2010, Ofcom announced it would remove a number of rules governing
the way TV airtime is sold to media buyers and advertisers ahead of the autumn deal
season.
One rule to be lifted is the prohibition against conditional selling across a portfolio of
channels. However, ITV will remain obligated under CRR to offer an ITV1 only deal,
should media buyers and advertisers request it.
Another rule to be lifted is the requirement that the PSB broadcasters must sell all of
their advertising minutage.

4.4

House of Lords enquiry into market

A House of Lords select committee inquiry was launched on 27 July 2010. At launch the
committee issued a call for evidence into the regulation of television advertising with
“particular reference to the Contract Rights Renewal Mechanism.”
In considering the prospects for TV advertising revenues, the Committee welcomed
views on the following;
“• How much of the recent decline in television advertising was due to migration
to the internet and how much was due to the economic recession?
• Can television compete successfully in the medium-term with the internet and
other media for advertising?”
And in looking at the impact of regulatory changes to advertising revenues of
commercial broadcasters, the Committee sought views on;
“• Whether the current level of regulation of television advertising is appropriate.
• What the financial impact might be on television companies if changes are
made to the regulation of scheduling and sales of television advertising or if
product placement is introduced.
• The extent to which the CRR undertakings limit ITV’s ability to compete in the
production of quality programming.
• The extent to which the reduction or removal of the CRR undertakings would
affect the commercial public broadcasting sector.
• The extent to which current arrangements reflect the public interest.”

The announcement and further explanation can be found at the following link;
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http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/lordsselect/communications-committee/inquiries/regulation-of-television-advertising/

4.5

ITV1 +1 and ITV1 HD

As a consequence of the CRR review, ITV1+1 and ITV1 HD impacts will count toward
the ITV1 SOCI (share of commercial impacts) and be included in the ARM (Audience
Ratchet Mechanism) used to calculate an advertisers/media buyers SOB commitments.
ITV has already started to transmit ITV1 HD, a service it started in time for the football
world cup in June 2010. Currently ITV plans to start transmission of the ITV1+1 service
in January 2011.
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5.0 Stakeholders views of the operation of the Undertakings
and the CRR scheme
5.1
This section details the verbatim replies received by the office of the
adjudicator, following his request to the stakeholders for their views of the
operation of the Undertakings and the CRR scheme. The views contained
within each stakeholder response are the views of that stakeholder. They
should not in any way be construed as the views or the opinions of the
adjudicator.
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5.1.2 ISBA view of the operation of the Undertakings and the CRR
scheme
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5.1.3

IPA view of the operation of the Undertakings and the CRR
scheme
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